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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Ricardo Forno has contributed to the dictionary with 124 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 

 Working Group 
 amp.wordmeaning.org
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a circo lleno
( Show ) with many viewers.

a parte
Already written separate ( part ) or formed by a single word ( separate ) has many meanings that depend of the context.

adasia
There are many places, companies, etc. with that name. Context information is required to be able to respond.

al reves
The other way round. For example, to exchange the roles of victim and perpetrator, or of teacher and student. Or write a
Word with letters or syllables reversed.

amor infinito
Much loves a comprehensive expression but without a concrete specific meaning

antum
I quote Wikipedia: " In Sumerian mythology, Antu or Antum, is believed to be one of the names that became known to
the goddess Ki, the first consort of An or Anu " Also can be: ANTUM Association national of Tunas of teachers from
Spain

anuncios publicitarios
Emission through a half written, oral or audiovisual, which aims to recommend or extol the virtues of specific goods.

arrebolados
Taking red, especially that of the clouds at sunset or the cheeks of people.

asoto
Does not seem to have known meaning. It might be " hit " poorly written, the name of a company, a word of latin, etc.

atama
A brand of kimonos.

bableta
Person that speaks of something whose meaning does not meet. Also " blableta ".

bifactorial teoria
Bivariate Herzberger theory: a sociological theory.

cahokia
Site archaeological Amerindian located near Collinsville ( Illinois ).



cardiaslgia
cardiaslgia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cardialgia" being its meaning:<br>Probably " cardialgia "
misspelled: pain in the heart.

chilanga
Originally from the city of Mexico

chirajito
Name of the Salvadoran clown Arístides Samper.

cibeles
Cibeles is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cibeles; with initial Cap )" being its meaning:<br>Phrygian
goddess, personification of the fertile Earth.

comerse las verdes y las maduras
Work hard to then enjoy from it achieved.

como se les dice a una mujer con organos masculinos
Poorly posed question. A person with male sexual organs can not be female; It is male, unless you have a woman
surgically implanted male organs. Who has organs of both sexes is called hermaphrodite. In English, it is known as "
shemale " or " shemale " a male with a female appearance and, of course, with male sexual organs. You can see them
in pornographic sites.

conade
1 National Commission of physical culture and sport ( Mexico ) 2. National Council of 40 development; Argentina, 1961 )
3. National company of 40 energy; Chile ) 4. National Council of 40 Peruvian rights; 41 Peru;

concluido
Completed: passive participle of conclude: terminate, end.  It has no accent.

conferencistas es una palabra correcta
Speakers ( who give lectures )

convalencia
convalencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Convalescence" being its meaning:<br>Seems to be " 34
convalescence; badly written. Convalescence: period in which a person ( or another be alive ) recovering from an illness
or injury.

conversación distribuida
Application that allows the user to carrying out reviews regularly in various weblogs keep a file on line of their
interventions.

courese
Acronym used as identification of various institutions throughout the world. Its meaning depends on the context.



cronida
In Greek mythology, any of the sons or daughters of Chronos, the God time.

crush
English word which means " squeeze 34, " crushing " " tighten ".

dale pichon
Forget about ( Puerto Rico )

dale viada
Give it a try (Mexico)

dar camotillo
It meant variable depending on the country, generally Latin Americans. Necessary to get is the context of the expression
to be able to decide.

desconfort
Lack of comfort, lack of comfort, discomfort

edad del pumaño de nacimiento de enmanuela
age of the pumano of birth of Emanuela is incorrectly written, and should be written as "No" being its
meaning:<br>Looks like a sentence without sense.

ejes dinamizadores
One of the many phrases " sanata ": join words in sentences devoid of meaning.

el jaressy
A person's own name little used. Prepending the particle " " suggests an Arabic origin.

empastillarse
1 eating an excessive amount of medicinal pills or estupefacientes.2. Eating normal amounts of medicinal pills.

emprendedurismo
Neologism used in politics and economy, and that means that fancy pronounces it to whom.

enoturística
wine tourism : Adjective that can be applied to trips, holidays or tours in areas of a country where wine cellars are
common (origin : oenology). 

espardenyes
In Catalan, Alpargatas ( with two meanings: a shoe or a meal ).



espinarse
Pierce ( hit with a pointed object ). U t. c. intr. and c. prnl.

estrilar
Scream, tremble, get upset

excento
Exempt: Exempt misspelled.  Is not bound to certain action or payment

försterhaus
It seems to mean in German " House overlooking ". More data context are needed to give a sure answer.

gachetear
Smoking gachetos ( cigarettes rolled with marijuana, porros )

gachudo
Person with grimy appearance ( for example, always wear the same clothes, ) Person of very unpleasant physical
aspect.

generador de cuentas
Minecraft is a game which, inter alia, need a user account. Account generator allows you to generate a free account.

habelitada
habelitada is incorrectly written, and should be written as "enabled" being its meaning:<br>Probably " 34 enabled; badly
written.

habla pura mierda
Say nonsense or falsehoods

hacerse un levante
Bespeak to a woman and obtain their consent for relations loving. In general, is applied when this contact is performed
in places not usual for such end, as the street, half of transport, row of a bank or trade, etc. Also " lift ( to a woman )  ".
Other cases, with investments or equal sexes, for example " woman lifts man " they are used less frequently.

haustura prozezua
Invoicing 40 process; or Basque-Basque language )

heterocurioso
Heterosexual person who is nevertheless interested in other forms of sexuality, and even occasionally to practice them.

heuristica etimologia
It seems that two unrelated words joined.  On the one hand, it is said that a form without scientific rigor to seek solutions
to problems is heuristic.  On the other hand, etymology is the investigation of the origin of a Word



iboe
International Box Office EssentialsEs a guarantee or warranty to get license for international works. It can be used for
legitimate purposes, but most frequently applies to fraud in countries of the third world with so-called humanitarian
purposes.

imgrc
Acronym used as identifying various image sites on the Internet.

implantada
Nestled securely in one place, whether in physical or figurative

ingles español
An expression that can be applied to a translator or a dictionary that will pass the English language to the Spanish.

inmersiva
That tends to be immersed in something else or you can do it. It is a neologism used in politics and journalism.

inmersivo
Type of course, especially from languages, that the apprentice performs surrounded by people who know the subject

insurreción
insurrection is incorrectly written, and should be written as "insurrection" being its meaning:<br>Rebellion of many
people against an authority.

jabón metálico
Element in form of egg, manufactured with a metal that not is specifies, that wet in water hot and rubbed with the hands
removes all type of smells in them, using the pH, according to is says in his presentation.

je a
Expression with different meanings in various languages, for example in guarani, in Czech, etc.

jesus niño camazón
Jesus child camazon is incorrectly written and should write it as "Jesus child Camazon" being its meaning:<br>Name of
a writer, author of the book " Operating systems 34 Monopuesto;.

kori
It has several meanings in different languages, among them: A caste of the India.Una Bustard ( ave 41 type; in Namibia,
Africa

la banca siempre gana
Who manages the game ( the banking ) usually win. Are you can use in metaphorical form, i.e. not only for gaming, but
for situations of life, such as company - employed.



la carlitos
Woman that knows how do well work typical of males, such as mechanical of cars, masonry home, etc.

la casa pierde y se rie
Small losses do not affect the success overall. It is equivalent to " lose the battle but win the war "

la garduña
" 34 Marten; According to Wikipedia: the Marten was allegedly a criminal secret society that would have operated in
Spain and its colonies from the mid-15th century until the 19th century.

la parca
The death, coming from Roman mythology.

lapelero
Seems to be a surname. There are no further details.

lenen
Probably misspelled or surname of an individual. Also " borrow " in Dutch.

lifehacker
English neologism that designates persons that are arranged well in life, something like a boy-scout or a MacGyver.

llajtacuna
llajtacuna is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Llactacuna" as meaning:<br>Possibly poorly written:
Llactacuna is the name of a small village in Peru.

machómetro
Imaginary instrument which would make it possible to measure the degree of male chauvinism of a person.

marquinha
Brazilian women's fashion of sunbathing for hours to make a difference between covering the bikini and the rest of the
body.

mp4
Compression method with loss for audio and video, in order to get smaller files.

musica trova
Possibly a reference to the music of the middle ages who played and sang the troubadours

nakaropali
nakaropali is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Nakaropari" as meaning:<br>Possibly misspelled Nakaropari:
choreographic works of Alejandra Mendoza on indigenous migration in San Luis Potosí.



nebs
Network Equipment-Building System, a type of organization focusing on the safety of the products.

no es verdad angel de amor
" It is not true, angel of love " is a fragment of Don Juan Tenorio, José Zorrilla

nuidiza
nuidiza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "receding" being its meaning:<br>Probably badly written instead
of " receding ": that shuns the try, escaping is, or that is difficult to of find.

o sea que tal estas horas y cerradura
Phrase probably issued by temulenta someone.

omnicanalidad
New strategy of marketing ( 41 marketing; to have fluid contact with customers through integrated media. It is a buzz
word that will be fleeting no doubt, because it could mean almost anything.

onfálico
Relative to the navel. Used in medicine.

organicidad
Concept etiologic, i.e., a concept related with the causes of the diseases. It is said to be a symptom of organicity
indicator when it can be assumed that the cause is physical or organic (as opposed to a psychic cause).

pacochi
Native dance of Bolivia.

paju3
Paju is an important town in South Korea. There are hotels with that name. The 3 is an add-on to distinguish them.

partners
" Partners " In English.

payula
pale ( adjective ) fainting ( noun )

percebes de cuello de cisne
Neck Swan ( or 41 gooseneck barnacle;: a variety of barnacle whose tongue or neck is very long. In antiquity, it was
believed that geese were born of these barnacles. The barnacle is a crustacean that attaches to rocks on the sea
coasts. It is European location. In America, especially in Chile, has its equivalent called picoroco. They are highly valued
as edible.

perimetral



Relative to the perimeter. Perimeter: what separates an object from its environment, outline of the object.

peshmerga
Kurdish military ( forces of Kurdistan ).

pico pal que lee
Phrase for seeming despise or zaherir to who reads graffiti in them bathroom public ( 41 Chile;. It would be: " Peak for
whoever reads this ". Pico is used in Chile as an obscene Word.

proclastinar
proclastinar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "procrastinate" being its meaning:<br>Poorly written. He is
34, procrastinating " and it means defer, defer, leave for tomorrow what you can do today. Its English equivalent is
enough use.

proyecto de vida
According to the 40 transactional analysis; Dr Eric Berne ) from birth to about age 6, a person is absorbing behaviors
that later will be built in a plan or project of his life, which will try to adjust, sometimes unconsciously.

que es orgasan
Trademark of a product consisting of " materials organic " liquid, that well could consist of liquefied feces, and that
enrolling in the current ecological fashion trend.

que es sargazo
Kelp is a type of algae that covers vast ocean areas

que heavy
What is heavy, so strong. In English, heavy means heavy. The expression "what heavy" may refer, on the one hand, to
a heavy object, to a strong expression, an application that takes up much space or that is useful or amazing. On the
other hand, you can refer to an unbearable person by his insistence.

quesque
quesque ( Advisor.  ) supposedly ( Union that with dial ). Colloquial expression in some Hispanic countries.

recursividpremisas
Probably " recursion of 34 premises;. 40 bases; 41 premises; a logical reasoning can refer to other premises. If any of
these premises is the same premise, the reasoning is recursive.

resuspensión
New suspension of particles in a fluid that have settled previously.

retrotaer
retrotaer is incorrectly written, and should be written as "roll back" being its meaning:<br>Badly written. It must be " roll
back " go back, either in time ( in a narration, for example ) or in the facts. Is used mainly in terminology legal.



routeadas
Neologism taken from English: " router " device that lets you send data to different destinations. It would then mean "
send data to certain destinations " which settle the verb " route "   ( another 41 neologism; from which is derived the
participle adjective " 34 routeada;.

sabaraba
Warp's words without meaning.

saber a chicharroneo
Have odor or taste to 40 blown Horn; 41 Guatemala;.

selquet
Selquet is the name of several restaurants in different cities, which seems to come from the "Selqet", a character from
the legend of the five rings (a role playing game).

sensaacion de bienestar y feicidad
" feeling of wellbeing and happiness " misspelled

sicnificado deafinar
sicnificado deafinar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tuning" being its meaning:<br>The inquiry is poorly
worded. It should say " meant tuning ".  " Refine " You can have different applications. One of the most common is to
calibrate an instrument that sounds fair proportions.

signicado de home genio
Is a phrase built with words from two languages: " home "   ( home, English ) and " genius "   ( 41 Spanish;. Does not
seem tenerra another meaning than the " 34 home genius;.

software de desarrollo
Set of programs that to your time allows programming applications. They usually consist of one or more language
compilers of programming such as C, Java, Python and a 40 IDE; Environment of programming integrated ).

sopepito
In El Salvador, " 34 talkative;

subproductos
Product secondary or residual usable, generally of the industry chemical

tabazo
Hit with a 40 taba; 41 Peru;. Taba: Astragalus, a bone of the foot or paw of the animals, in particular cattle them. Is used
in the cone South in a game of skill of the same name.

taipear
taipear is incorrectly written, and should be written as "typing" being its meaning:<br>Of the word English " type " 34
Spanish has been derived type " today recognized by the SAR, which means write through a keyboard. Given the



pronunciation in English of " type 34, it has distorted " type " " 34 taipear;.

uchica
Plant of the Andes whose root is food, and it is said that you fight overweight and diabetes.

uecec
Unidad Educativa C.E.C.   ( 41 Ecuador;

un bagre entre guabinas
Venezuelan colloquial expression that refers to the situation of an ugly man surrounded by beautiful women. Catfish and
guabina are fish.

vaiven de camisulin
In Argentine slang, " 34 knife;   ( probably will refer to the type known as knife Seville ). Used in the environment of
crime.

viejo testamento boreal
An apocryphal book of the Judeo-Christian old testament

vitanco
Medical specialty based on the extract of the plant Rhodiola rosea.

vremivoro
vremivoro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Vermivoro" as meaning:<br>It must be " Vermivoro " badly
written. Vermivoro means that you eat worms ( 41 worms;

warinoppy
Fun, cheerful, good boy ( Dominican Republic )

warmi
The meaning depends on the context: there is not a single meaning. From a musical album given to a therapy for
menopause, going by the name of a spinning mill.

xponsor
xponsor is incorrectly written and should write it as "sponsor" being its meaning:<br>It seems to be a badly written
sponsor ( sponsor form in English; still not here )

yoico
Relating or belonging to the " I " or " ego " the center of the human personality, in accordance with different
psychological schools.

zajinudo
Smelly ( 41 Nicaragua;


